PRESS RELEASE

COLOUR BLEND COLLECTION

COLOUR BLEND BLANKET

Dutch manufacturer Aabe has been making the finest blankets for
over 200 years. Fatboy and Carole Baijings have now transformed
this classic plaid blanket into a colorful, modern version to adorn your
couch, lap, or your shoulders when there’s a chill in the air.
Here’s the story
Remember those super-classic checked blankets? Designer Carole Baijings has warm memories of the
versions made by Aabe. This Dutch brand has been making blankets from 100 percent pure wool since
1811. Carole has transformed their iconic grid pattern into an exaggerated new version in which loose
lines merge together, creating a surprisingly new color palette. Innovative plaid, old-fashioned warmth.

Unique colors, pure nature
Every color combination has been created though many handmade samples. That’s how Carole and
Fatboy arrived at the ultimate blends, with Aabe’s coarsened wool amplifying that sense of color
blending. The wool originates from New Zealand, is woven in Italy and colored with natural dyes. Every
Colour Blend Blanket is nature at its purest. You will certainly warm
to this soft design blanket from Fatboy and Aabe. Use it on your
couch, or when the temperature outside drops.

About Carole Baijings
Like Fatboy, Carole Baijings constantly lets you see everyday objects
in a different light. One-of-a-kind color combinations, textures,
grids, and transparencies play an important role in all this. Fatboy
and Carole previously collaborated on the ‘A Pop of Colour’
collection. The Colour Blend Blankets are part of a natural
progression: the ‘Colour Blend’ collection, which comprises rugs,
blankets and the promise of more enchanting blends to follow.
“While designing, I like to be surprised by the colors created by
blending: sometimes more powerful, other times warmer. Together
they form an unexpected yet logical new whole,” says Carole.

Nice to know!
• For indoor use.
• Available in spring,
clementine, rhubarb and

Spring

Clementine

Rhubarb

mineral.
• Material: 100% wool.
• Dimensions: 51 x 73 inches
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